Relationships between quantity of language input and brain responses in bilingual and monolingual infants
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A B S T R A C T

The present investigation explored the relation between the amount of language input and neural responses in English monolingual (N = 18) and Spanish-English bilingual (N = 19) infants. We examined the mismatch negativity (MMN); both the positive mismatch response (pMMR) and the negative mismatch response (nMMR), and identify a relationship between amount of language input and brain measures of speech discrimination for native and non-native speech sounds (i.e., Spanish, English and Chinese). Brain responses differed as a function of speech discrimination of native and non-native speech sounds in both monolinguals and bilinguals. Monolingual infants with high language input showed pMMRs to their native English contrast. Bilingual infants with high language input in Spanish and English showed pMMRs to both their native contrasts. The non-native speech contrast showed different patterns of brain activation for monolinguals and bilinguals regardless of amount of language input. Our results indicate that phonological representations of non-native speech sounds in bilingual infants are dependent on the phonetic similarities between their native languages.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

During the first year of life, the brain undergoes a profound reorganization that is dependent on input. The reorganization has been referred to as language neural commitment or perceptual narrowing. Early in life infants are able to discriminate speech sounds from all languages, regardless of their language experience. As infants receive more language input they remain perceptually sensitive to differences in speech sounds that vary across languages (see Werker, 2012; Werker and Hensch, 2015 for a review).

Brain responses associated with speech discrimination are reliable neural markers of language development and cortical maturation. In contrast to behavioral paradigms, brain measures provide a continuous record of the response to a stimulus, allowing more detailed evaluation of the effects of experimental manipulations (Luck, 2014; Osterhout et al., 1999; Shtyrov and Pulvermüller, 2007). Brain measures of neural commitment in infants have employed Event Related Potentials (ERPs) in the form of the MMN (Naätänen, 1992). The MMN is an excellent tool to explore infants’ neural commitment because it is a brain response that is elicited with passive listening and indicates the increased computations associated with learning two languages.

The present investigation explores neural commitment in monolinguals and bilinguals by relating brain measures of speech discrimination to native and non-native speech sounds with the amount of language input infants receive in their homes. Language input is assessed with digital recordings of the speech infants hear in their everyday lives. Discrimination of native and non-native speech sounds is assessed by analyzing mismatch negativity (MMN); both the positive mismatch response (pMMR) and the negative mismatch response (nMMR). We evaluated similarities and differences in the patterns of brain activation to native and non-native speech sounds of monolinguals and bilinguals of the same age, but with different language experience.

1.1. Electrophysiological measures of neural commitment

Brain responses associated with speech discrimination are reliable neural markers of language development and cortical maturation. In contrast to behavioral paradigms, brain measures provide a continuous record of the response to a stimulus, allowing more detailed evaluation of the effects of specific experimental manipulations (Luck, 2014; Osterhout et al., 1999; Shtyrov and Pulvermüller, 2007). Brain measures of neural commitment in infants have employed Event Related Potentials (ERPs) in the form of the MMN (Naätänen, 1992). The MMN is an excellent tool to explore infants’ neural commitment because it is a brain response that is elicited with passive listening and indicates the...
brain’s ability to automatically detect a change in the auditory signal (Cheour et al., 2000; Näätänen, 1986, 1990, 1992; Näätänen et al., 1978; Näätänen and Michie, 1979; Näätänen et al., 1982). The MMN is elicited by two sounds: a standard or background sound that establishes an auditory memory trace and a deviant or target sound that differs from the standard (e.g., in frequency, localization, duration, intensity, etc.). The degree of perceived difference between the standard and the deviant sound is reflected by the amplitude change of the MMN. The amplitude of the response becomes larger as the acoustic difference between standard (memory trace) and deviant increase (Tiiitinen et al., 1994). The adult MMN is present approximately 200 ms after stimulus onset. The MMN follows the same pattern of maturation as other ERP measures; that is, the amplitude of the MMN increases and the latency decreases with age (Gomes et al., 1999; Kushnerenko et al., 2002; Morr et al., 2002; Shafer et al., 2000; Trainor et al., 2003). Infant studies of auditory discrimination report MMNs approximately 350–550 ms after stimulus onset.

Infant studies of speech perception have used the MMN to assess the existence of language-specific phonemic memory traces in the brain. For example, a strong MMN is elicited when 12-month-old infants listen to sounds of their native language, and it is reduced when they listen to non-native speech sounds that do not represent phonemic categories in their native phonology (Cheour et al., 1998a, 1998b; Näätänen et al., 1997). The infant MMN to native speech sounds has been interpreted as evidence that highly accurate sensory information for the native language sounds has been processed and mapped onto the native phonology (Cheour-Luhtanen et al., 1995; Cheour et al., 1997, 1998a, 1998b; Froyen et al., 2008; Näätänen et al., 1997; Zachau et al., 2005). Simply put, the infant MMN suggests neural commitment to the sounds of the native language (Kuhl et al., 2008).

The infant MMN literature also reports a response with positive polarity occurring at a shorter latency (150–350 ms after stimulus onset). The positivity has been interpreted as a brain response specific to early discrimination, perhaps an acoustic form of analyses preceding phonemic representation (Rivera-Gaxiola et al., 2005a; Ferjan Ramirez et al., 2016). For example, Ferjan Ramirez et al. (2016) recorded brain responses (MEG) from 11-month-old English monolingual and Spanish-English bilingual infants to an English and Spanish contrast. Both groups showed stronger brain responses to the English contrast, however, the stronger response in monolinguals took the form of nMRs while the stronger response in bilinguals took the form of pMRs. The results were interpreted as monolinguals showing advanced commitment to their native language while bilinguals show a slower transition from acoustic to phonemic sound representation (Rivera-Gaxiola et al., 2005a, 2005b). Ferjan Ramirez and colleagues found that monolinguals’ brain activity was widespread in the frontal areas of both hemispheres, whereas bilinguals’ brain activity was restricted to left auditory areas. In other words, monolinguals showed a more complex processing of the speech signal while bilinguals’ processing involved a more acoustic form of analysis.

The infant pMMR has also been interpreted as a special effort in processing acoustic deviance (Friedrich et al., 2004). For example, Liu et al. (2014) compared MMNs from Mandarin monolingual preschoolers (3.5 y), school children (8.5 y), and adults (22.5 y) to a difficult Chinese contrast (an alveolo-palatal affricate /tsj/ and an alveolo-palatal fricative /s/). The results showed positive MRs (pMMR) for both groups of children and adult-like MMNs for adults suggesting that children require longer periods of time to learn the acoustic properties of speech sounds with complex acoustic properties. The pMMR response has also been interpreted as a less mature response, when compared to the adult MMN, since the positivity declines with age and the adult-like MMN emerges later in development (Morr et al., 2002; Trainor et al., 2003). Overall, the amplitude of the pMMR has been shown to be dependent on language experience (Cheour et al., 1997, 1998a, 1998b; Dehaene-Lambertz and Dehaene, 1994; Dehaene-Lambertz and Baille, 1998; Ferjan Ramirez et al., 2016; Friederici et al., 2007; Rivera-Gaxiola et al., 2005b) maturational factors (Kushnerenko et al., 2002; Leppänen et al., 1997; Maurer et al., 2003; Morr et al., 2002; Trainor et al., 2003) and discriminability of the signals (Lee et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2013, 2015).

Researchers have agreed to describe the long latency infant MMN as the negative Mismatch Response (nMMR) and the positive MMN with early latency as the positive Mismatch Response (pMMR) in children (Friedrich et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2015; Shafer et al., 2012). The present investigation will use these labels going forward.

1.2. The role of attention in the MMR

Research on infants’ auditory discrimination abilities has shown that the pMMR and nMMR can coexist in the same group of participants suggesting that cortical maturation is not the only factor explaining the presence of the pMMR. For example, Lee et al. (2012) presented lexical tones, vowels, and stop consonants to a group of 4–6-year-old Taiwanese Mandarin-speaking children. The results showed nMRs for the lexical tones and vowels, but pMRs for consonants; suggesting the pMMR is also dependent on the characteristics of the stimuli. In a relevant study, Cheng et al. (2015) investigated the interaction between brain maturation and stimulus characteristics by testing 3 groups of Chinese monolinguals: newborns, 6-month-old infants, and adults. Participants were tested on a set of consonant-vowel contrasts that were easy or hard to discriminate based on the length of the vowel (long and short vowels, respectively). The newborns showed pMRs for both types of stimuli, while 6-month-olds showed pMRs only for the difficult contrast and nMRs only for the easy contrast. Adults, on the other hand, showed MMNs for both types of stimuli. The coexistence of pMRs and nMRs in the 6-month-old infants was interpreted as infants being able to “automatically” process the easy contrast, but lacking the resources to automatically engage in the processing of the difficult contrast.

Jusczyk (2000) proposed the idea that speech perception becomes more automated with development. It is well documented that language learning in infants involves an interaction between language input and the underlying perceptual capacities. Over time, as infants receive more input and their brains mature, their attentional abilities facilitate the development of native language speech perception, including phonetic sequences (Jusczyk et al., 1993a, 1993b) and word prosody (Jusczyk et al., 1993a), with attention to specific aspects of language becoming more and more automatic with increased experience. For example, Gomes et al. (2000) collected MMNs from adults and children (8–10 y) in response to 3 deviant tones that were easy, medium, and hard to discriminate from a standard tone. MMNs were collected during a passive listening condition (e.g., while watching a movie) and during an attending condition (i.e., participants pressed a button when detecting deviants). The results showed comparable MMN-effects in children and adults. However, children showed larger MMNs for the hard-to-discriminate deviant during the attending than during the passive listening condition. These results were interpreted as evidence that auditory discrimination of difficult contrasts is initially a controlled, attention-demanding process that becomes automatic with experience. Similar results were obtained by Hisagi et al. (2010) who recorded MMNs from English monolingual and Japanese monolingual adults to changes in vowel durations that are phonemic only in Japanese. The MMNs were collected during a passive listening and an attending condition. The results showed MMN amplitude differences across conditions only for the English speakers. Namely, English speakers showed reduced MMNs during the passive listening condition when compared with the attending condition. In contrast, Japanese speakers did not show amplitude differences between conditions. Overall, these studies support the notion that enhanced attentional demands are associated with difficult discrimination tasks, such as discrimination of non-native speech
sounds, but are reduced with increasing experience as discrimination becomes more automated.

Strange (2011) proposes that infants rely on attentional mechanisms to develop selective perceptual routines (SPRs) that allow for efficient and automatic detection of native-language speech sound contrasts, in the same manner that adults experience extra attentional demands in the perception of non-native speech sounds. It is assumed that fully learned SPRs result in explicit cortical representation (i.e., nMMR) with low attentional demands while perceptual routines that are not fully learned require increased attention and are manifested in the form of pMMRs.

There are few MMN studies exploring infant attention during speech perception. Shafer et al. (2012) recorded MMNs from 6 month-old English monolingual and Spanish-English bilingual infants in response to an English vowel contrast (/i/ as in “bit” and /i/ as in bet) in an attending vs. non-attending condition. The stimuli were presented in sequences of ten stimuli (trains) with a 1500 ms pause between trains. The deviant stimulus was presented in the 4th, 5th, 6th, 8th and, 10th position. The assumption was that deviants occurring in the last position would be easier to perceive (attending condition); whereas deviants occurring in middle position would be harder to perceive (non-attending condition). Overall, infants showed a larger nMMR during the attending condition than during the non-attending condition, and during the non-attending condition a pMMR was observed. These effects were present in both language groups, suggesting that increased attention to deviants during the attending condition lead to larger nMMRs, regardless of language experience. Similar findings were reported by Shafer et al. (2011) in a study which recorded MMNs from English monolingual and Spanish-English bilingual infants in response to the same vowel contrast described above (Shafer et al., 2012). While stimulus presentation was not manipulated to create an attending condition vs. non-attending condition, an increased negativity of the MMR was found for bilingual females compared to bilingual males. The authors postulated that since the female brain develops more rapidly than the male (Shucard and Shucard, 1990), and since bilinguals have heightened perceptual sensitivities (Curtin et al., 2011), the bilingual females showed nMMRs due to having SPRs early in development. These findings support the idea that attending to the signal over time results in an nMMR response; that is, discrimination is initially a controlled attention-demanding process (pMMR) that becomes automatic (nMMR) with experience.

1.3. nMMR as a function of language input

To our knowledge there is only one study that has analyzed the interaction between neural commitment (in the form of ERPs) and language input in infants exposed to two languages. Garcia-Sierra et al. (2011) recorded MMNs from infants exposed to English and Spanish (6–9 and 10–12-months of age) to an English speech contrast and a Spanish speech contrast that is not phonemic in English. In this study, bilingual infants showed increased nMMR amplitudes with increased age. More interesting was the reported relationship between the amount of language input (measured by parent reports) and neural commitment. Infants with higher English or higher Spanish language input showed differences in the amplitude of the nMMR response. Specifically, bilingual infants with high English input showed age effects for the nMMR in response to the English contrast: at 6–9 months of age the nMMR response was less negative, and at 10–12 months of age a strong negative nMMR response was observed. However, the strength of the nMMR to the English contrast did not change as a function of age in bilinguals with low English input. Similarly, bilingual infants with high Spanish input showed age effects for the nMMR in response to the Spanish contrast: at 6–9 months of age the nMMR response was less negative, and at 10–12 months of age a strong negative MMR was observed. Overall, a consistent neural pattern emerged for children in the high language input groups. That is, the nMMR becomes more negative as a function of the amount of language input and age.

Garcia-Sierra et al. (2011) also replicated the previously reported relationships between neural commitment and later word production (Kuhl, et al., 2008; Rivera-Gaxiola et al., 2005a). Bilingual infants who showed stronger neural commitment to English speech sounds at lateral-frontal electrode sites (i.e., a strong nMMRs) produced more words in English as toddlers. Likewise, infants who showed stronger neural commitment to Spanish speech sounds produced more words in Spanish as toddlers.

While Garcia-Sierra et al. (2011) provided information about the processes of neural commitment in bilinguals as a function of language input, important questions remain unanswered. For example, while the response to non-native speech sounds has been documented in monolingual infants, the response to non-native speech sounds in bilingual infants has not been examined. Furthermore, in previous studies, bilingual infants’ relative language input in the two native languages has been assessed only by means of parental reports, not by direct observation, and there are no monolingual studies of MMN as a function of the amount of language input. The present study addresses these questions by including both monolingual and bilingual infants, collecting ERP data in response to native speech contrasts and to a speech contrast that is non-native for both monolingual and bilingual participants, and assessing language input in a more systematic way by using a digital recorder to capture speech directed to the infant by the mother and the father in a natural setting.

2. Study overview

The goal of the present study was to assess neural commitment as a function of language input. We argue that increased language input to monolingual and bilingual infants in their everyday lives facilitates commitment to their native language or languages. In order to accomplish this goal, we examined the pMMR and nMMR of English monolingual and Spanish-English bilingual infants at 11 and 14 months of age as a function of the amount of language input they receive in natural settings, and in response to both native and non-native speech contrasts. This required 3 contrasts; 1 native (i.e., an English contrast) and 2 non-native (i.e., a Spanish and Chinese contrast) for monolinguals, 2 native (i.e., an English contrast and a Spanish contrast) and 1 non-native (i.e., a Chinese contrast) for bilinguals.

The present study reports ERP amplitudes in the following ways. First, the amplitudes from the Standard and Deviant ERP responses in the 150–350 and 350–550 ms time window are compared to investigate increased attention to the speech signal (pMMR) and language commitment (nMMR) for native speech sounds; respectively. Second, the difference waveforms (Deviant minus Standard) for the same time windows are calculated and correlated with the amount of language input infants receive at home. Third, we compare the amplitude of the pMMR difference waves with the amplitude of the nMMR difference waves (pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation) as a way to explore the characteristics of the neural patterns associated with language commitment.

2.1. Expected outcomes

2.1.1. Monolinguals and bilinguals brain responses to native speech sounds

We propose that the amount of language input infants receive in their everyday lives influences the development of selective perceptual routines for the native speech sounds. Therefore, infants will show different levels of attentional demand during native language syllable processing depending on the amount of language input received at home. Infants receiving high amounts of language input will have developed efficient selective perceptual routines to differentiate native speech sounds, reducing attentional demands. In this scenario, nMMRs are expected. On the other hand, infants with low amounts of language input will experience high attentional demands during speech signal processing, and pMMRs are expected. Therefore, we expect to find a
relationship between the amount of language input and the amplitude of the pMMR and nMMR.

2.1.2. Monolingual brain responses to non-native speech sounds

We expect that monolingual infants will show different brain responses to each of the non-native contrasts. The Spanish contrast tested in the present investigation (/da/-ta/; see methods) represents a single phonemic category in the English language (i.e., /da/) and therefore, monolingual infants are likely to assimilate it into a single phonetic category (Antoniou et al., 2012; Best, 1992). Stop consonants are very frequent in the English language and monolingual infants have likely established selective perceptual routines for stop consonants. Therefore, we predict reduced pMMRs and reduced nMMRs.

The Chinese contrast is composed of an alveolo-palatal affricate (/tɕüi/) and an alveolo-palatal fricative (/ɕi/). These sounds are not part of the English phonology and therefore will be perceptually assimilated to the closest English phonemic category (perhaps the affricate postalveolar or fricative palatal: [ʧ & ѱ] respectively; see Mines et al., 1978). Unlike stop consonants, the English fricative and affricate consonants are much less frequent in the English language. Consequently, infants have less experience with these sounds and it is unlikely they have established perceptual routines for affricate and fricative English sounds. In accordance with Strange (2011) and Shafer et al. (2012), the Chinese contrast should produce positive-MMRs with no observable nMMRs.

Finally, we expect no relationship between the amount of language input infants receive at home and the amplitude of the pMMR or nMMR for the non-native Spanish and Chinese contrasts.

2.1.3. Bilingual brain responses to non-native speech sounds

Bilingual infants’ perceptual assimilation of the Chinese contrast is expected to differ from that of monolingual infants because bilinguals have multiple categories to perceptually represent the Chinese contrast based on their experience in English and Spanish: an affricate-fricative contrast in English (i.e., [ʧ & ѱ]) and a postalveolar affricate in Spanish (i.e., [ʧ]). Furthermore, in the Spanish language context, both [ʧ] and [ʃ] speech productions would be members of the phoneme /ʧ/. Therefore, bilinguals have more experience with affricates and less experience with fricative-affricate contrasts which may result in bilinguals having established perceptual routines for affricates. We hypothesize that bilinguals will assimilate the Chinese fricative-affricate contrast into a single category based on their experiences with their 2 native languages, and no pMMRs or nMMRs are expected. In other words, bilingual brain responses to the Chinese contrast are expected to be similar to the brain responses obtained from monolinguals to the Spanish contrast. Also, bilinguals’ brain responses to the Chinese contrast is not expected to be related with the amount of language input infants receive at home.

3. Methods

3.1. Participants

The participants were 27 monolingual (13 females, 14 males) and 27 bilingual (14 females, 13 males) infants. Not all participants had usable ERPs in all three conditions (see below); therefore, the final sample was 18 monolingual (9 females, 9 males) and 19 bilingual (10 females, 9 males) infants. Two age groups, 11 months (N = 9 monolinguals, and N = 12 bilinguals; age range 11 months and 6 days to 11 months and 15 days) and 14 months (N = 9 monolinguals and 7 bilinguals; age range 13 months and 27 days to 14 months and 8 days), were recruited as part of a large-scale study at the Institute for Learning & Brain Sciences in Seattle, WA. Socioeconomic status (SES) was assessed using the Hollingshead Index (Hollingshead, 2011), a widely used measure producing an overall SES score based on parental education level and occupation (monolinguals’ Mean = 57.06, SD = 5.94; bilinguals’ Mean = 43.03, SD = 17.70; Range = 16–66). Participants were full-term (37–43 weeks) infants with normal birth weight (2.5–4.5 kg) and no major birth/postnatal complications.

Participants were informed about the procedures, signed approved consent forms, and participated in three ERP data collection sessions (i.e., one data collection session for each contrast: English, Spanish, and Chinese). The first speech contrast assessed was always English. Spanish and Chinese ERP data collection sessions followed and were counterbalanced across participants. All participants had 3 usable ERPs except for one participant with 2 usable ERPs (a 14 month-old bilingual English contrast was missing).

3.2. Language and cultural characteristics of the bilingual families

Our English/Spanish bilingual background questionnaire (Garcia-Sierra et al., 2009; Garcia-Sierra et al., 2012) assessed bilingual parents’ level of confidence in speaking and understanding English and Spanish. Participants were asked to rate their overall confidence in speaking and understanding English and Spanish using a 1–5 Likert scale (1 = “I cannot speak the language, I have a few words or phrases, and I cannot produce sentences”; 5 = “I have a native-like proficiency with few grammatical errors and I have good vocabulary”). The overall mean for bilingual caregivers’ confidence in speaking English was 4.4 (SD = 0.72) and 4.7 (SD = 0.63) for Spanish. The overall mean for bilingual caregivers’ in understanding English was 4.5 (SD = 0.72) and 4.7 (SD = 0.63) for Spanish.

3.3. Language input assessment

The language input was quantified based on digital first person audio recordings of the infants collected over 4 consecutive days. Language input was assessed by means of the Language Environment Analysis System (LENA foundation, Boulder Colorado) which includes a digital language processor (DLP) that can store up to 16 h of digitally recorded sound. The DLP weighs 3 oz. and can be snapped into a chest pocket in children’s clothing, allowing the recorder to be “out of sight, out of mind”. The audio recordings are downloaded to a computer and analyzed by LENA software to characterize the acoustic environment over time, allowing us to efficiently identify segments of language activity, which were then coded for the language in the environment (English and/or Spanish). For the purposes of the present investigation, parents received two DLPs and were instructed to record continuously during 4 consecutive days (two weekdays and two weekend days), 8 h each day for a total of approximately 32 h of recorded audio data.

3.3.1. Data preparation

The audio data were transferred from the DLP to a computer and analyzed by LENA software employing advanced speech-identification algorithms that automatically analyze audio files and produce reports of language activity. The audio files were then further processed using the LENA Advanced Data Extractor Tool (ADEX) in order to efficiently identify short intervals with the language activity of interest (i.e., adult speech) for transcription, and eliminate intervals that did not qualify. This tool provides outputs for individual speech segments as short as a fraction of a second. It was used to segment each participant’s large dataset of recorded audio into 30-second intervals, and to automatically calculate an adult word count for each interval. Intervals with zero adult words are removed and 40 intervals that are at least 3-minutes apart are selected from the remaining intervals across the entire day, chosen from those with the highest adult word counts (see Ramírez-Esparza et al., 2014, for more information).

Six research assistants (3 monolingual and 3 Spanish–English bilingual) were trained to transcribe the selected intervals for each participant. Transcribers were provided with basic information about each selected interval (date, day of the week, time of day, and the time stamp of the audio recording). Transcribing software played the specific
30-second interval for transcribing based on the time stamp entered. Coders produced word for word transcriptions of speech produced by mothers and fathers during selected intervals. Speech produced by other adults was not transcribed because other adults had not provided informed consent. English and Spanish words were transcribed to independent files, and the words were counted using the word count tool, yielding the total number of words spoken by the mother and/or father in English and/or Spanish.

For the monolingual group the average word-count produced by both parents during coded intervals in English was 5455.00 (SD = 1252.00). For the Spanish-English bilingual group the average word-count of words produced by both parents in English was 2033.90 (SD = 1836.88) and in Spanish was 2038.10 (SD = 1371.70). For Spanish-English bilingual group the average word-count of words produced by both parents in English plus in Spanish was 4072.00 (SD = 1414.55), Independent t tests showed that monolingual parents used more significantly words than bilingual parents (t(35) = 3.14, p = 0.003).1

3.4. Language input groups

Monolingual and bilingual infants were sorted into high or low language input groups based on a median-split of parental word count in each of their native language(s). For monolinguals, the median was 5458.5 for the English word count. For bilinguals, the median was 1246 for the English word count and 2105 for the Spanish word count. The median split groupings revealed 2 bilinguals with high English and Spanish language input, 7 bilinguals with high English input and low Spanish input, 7 bilinguals with high Spanish input and low English input, and 3 bilinguals with low input in both languages. Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation for the word-count obtained from monolingual and bilingual caregivers as a function of language input groups (high and low). Please note that the high and low Language-Input groups are calculated from parental word-counts of infants included in the ERP analyses.

3.5. Brain measurements of speech discrimination

Event-related potentials were recorded at the University of Washington at the Institute for Learning & Brain Sciences. Infants were tested with 3 different speech contrasts, each on a separate day. In the first session, infants’ ERPs were collected in response to an English contrast (/ta/ vs. /pa/); in the second and third sessions, Spanish (/ta/ vs. /da/) and Chinese (/ci/ vs. /ci3/) contrasts were presented in counterbalanced order.

3.6. Stimuli

The 3 speech stimuli used were synthesized using the cascade/parallel model for speech synthesis (Klatt, 1980). Based on the fact that each of the acoustic properties of the 3 speech contrast are very different, we analyze and report group differences for each speech contrast independently.

1 As a reliability test for word count selection, we used mothers’ perspective recordings. As part of this study, infants’ mothers also wore a digital recorder, and this data was also transcribed as part of another study, using the same methods presented on this paper. Specifically, 200-30 sec intervals were selected and the speech of both the mothers and fathers in the selected intervals were transcribed. This comparative sample of intervals allows reliability assessment. We correlated the number of words transcribed from the infants’ perspective with the number of words transcribed from the mothers’ perspective for monolingual and bilinguals. The results showed strong and significant Pearson correlations for both monolinguals (r = 0.75, p < 0.001, N = 17, data was not available for 1 monolingual mother) and bilinguals in English (r = 0.84, p < 0.001, N = 19) and in Spanish (r = 0.72, p = 0.001, N = 19). These results show that the pattern of word counts is consistent in intervals that are independently selected from the infants’ and mothers’ recordings, indicating that our approach is reliable.

3.6.1. English contrast

An English place of articulation stop consonant contrast (/pa/, /ta/) was used (Deviant, Standard; respectively). The syllables differed in the second through fourth formant transitions (F2, F3, and F4) from the consonant onset; both syllables had a first formant (F1) of 350 Hz at the consonant release. Beginning F2, F3, and F4 values for /pa/ were 850, 2400, and 3150 Hz, respectively; values for /ta/ were 2300, 3550, and 4500 Hz, respectively. Thus, the formant transitions for F2, F3, and F4 for /pa/ were rising toward the vowel, and these formants were falling toward the vowel for /ta/. Total syllable duration was 285 ms; steady state vowel formant frequencies were 710, 1200, 2545, and 3290 Hz; bandwidths were 110, 175, and 360 Hz, respectively; and pitch contours were identical, with a fundamental frequency of 135 Hz at the beginning of the vowel and tapering down to 95 Hz. Tokens were equalized in RMS amplitude and played to infants at a comfortable listening level of 67 dBA (see Kuhl et al., 2005).

3.6.2. Spanish contrast

A Spanish voicing stop consonant contrast (/da/, /ta/) that is not phonemic in English was used (Deviant, Standard; respectively). The syllables differed only in their voice onset time (VOT), the primary acoustic cue for the voicing distinction, resulting in different vowel durations for each sounds. The prevoiced speech sound had 50 ms of voicing (negative VOT) and syllable duration of 175 ms. The voiceless unaspirated speech sound (0 VOT) had a syllable duration of 225 ms. Other than this, both speech tokens were identical. Syllables had a first formant (F1) of 500 Hz at the consonant release. Beginning F2, F3, and F4 values for both consonants were approximately 1550, 2500, and 3800 Hz, respectively. The steady state vowel formant frequencies for F1 to F4 were 800, 1280, 2200, and 3800 Hz, and bandwidths were 50, 60, 90, and 140 Hz, respectively. Pitch contours were identical during the vowel portion with a fundamental frequency of 110 Hz at the beginning of the vowel and tapering down to 95 Hz. Tokens were equalized in RMS amplitude and played to infants at a comfortable listening level of 67 dBA.

3.6.3. Chinese contrast

An alveolo-palatal affricate (/tsʰi/) and an alveolo-palatal fricative (/ci/) Mandarin Chinese consonant contrast that is not phonemic in English or Spanish were used (Deviant, Standard; respectively). The syllables were 375 ms in duration; had identical steady-state vowel formant frequencies of 293, 2274, 3186, and 3755 Hz; bandwidths of 80, 90, 150, and 350 Hz, respectively; and a fundamental frequency of 120 Hz (high-flat tone, Tone 1 in Mandarin). The syllables differed only in the point of maximum rise in amplitude during the initial 130 ms friction portion. The affricate consonant had a fast amplitude rise, with maximum amplitude occurring at 30 ms; the fricative consonant had a slower amplitude rise time, with maximum amplitude occurring at 100 ms. Tokens were equalized in RMS amplitude and played to infants at a comfortable listening level of 67 dBA (Kuhl et al., 2005, 2008; Kuhl et al., 2003; Tsao et al., 2006).

3.7. Design

A classic oddball paradigm was used to collect the ERPs. This paradigm consists in delivering infrequent stimuli (physically Deviant) within a repetitive homogeneous stimulus sequence (Standard stimulus). The Standard sounds occurred with a probability of 0.85 (850 stimulus repetitions) and the Deviant sounds occurred with a probability of 0.15 (150 stimulus repetitions). Two rules governed stimuli presentation: 1) Deviant sounds could not occur consecutively, and 2) at least three Standard sounds were presented between Deviant sounds. The time between the offset of a stimulus and the onset of the next stimulus (inter stimulus interval) was 705 ms. The odd-ball paradigm used in the present investigation does not control for infants’ attention as reported.
by Shafer et al. (2011, 2012). There were no breaks during stimulation and therefore, deviant sounds never occurred in the final position.

At the end of the classic odd-ball paradigm, the Deviant sound was presented 200 times for use as a Control-Deviant to which the Deviant response was compared during analysis. This approach is used to minimize the so called “MMN N1-contamination” (King et al., 1995; Kraus et al., 1992, 1995; McGee et al., 1997). The latency of the N1 closely approximates that of the MMN response (i.e., 100 ms after stimulus onset), and its amplitude is sensitive to feature changes in the signal. Therefore, acoustic differences between standard and deviant result in amplitude change at the level of the N1 and MMN. The MMN N1-contamination can be reduced by comparing the deviant stimulus when presented “as a deviant” to the deviant stimulus when presented “as a standard” because the sounds to be compared are acoustically identical (for an extensive review on MMN N1-contamination see May and Tiitinen, 2010).

3.8. Electrophysiological procedure

Infants were awake and tested inside a sound treated room. The child sat on the parent’s lap. In front of them, a research assistant entertained the child with quiet toys while a muted movie played on a TV behind the assistant. The research assistant and the parent wore headphones with masking music during testing. The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded using electro-caps (ECI, Inc.) incorporating 32 pre-inserted tin inverted electrodes. The EEG was referenced to the left mastoid from Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1, Oz, O2, and RM in the International 10/20 System. Infant eye-blinks were monitored by recording the electrooculogram from 1 infraorbital electrode placed on the infant’s left cheek. The EEG data was collected in DC mode and it was re-referenced off-line to the right mastoid to obtain a more balanced reference distribution. The electroencephalogram was recorded using NeuroScan SynAmps RT amplifiers (24 bit A/D converter) using Scan4.5 software. A 1 ms trigger was time-locked to the presentation of each stimulus to accomplish the ERP averaging process (Stim2 Neuroscan Compumedics).

Electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. EEG segments with electrical activity ± 150 mV at any electrode site were omitted from the final average. EEG segments of 700 ms with a pre-stimulus baseline time of 100 ms were selected and averaged offline to obtain the ERPs. Baseline correction was performed in relationship to the pre-stimulus time. The ERP wave forms were band-pass filtered from 1 to 40 Hz (12 dB roll off)2 using the zero phase shift mode function in NeuroScan Edit 4.5. The ERP waveforms in Figs. 2 and 3 were band-pass filtered from 1 to 30 Hz (12 dB roll off) for illustration purposes.

In the present investigation we report only the left frontal regions (F7, F3, F5, FC1, and C3), since previous research has shown that lateral-anterior regions show a strong relationship between phonetic discrimination and the amount of language input in bilingual infants (Garcia-Sierra et al., 2011; Kuhl et al., 2008) and have been also used to index degree of language commitment in monolingual infants (Kuhl et al., 2014).

3.8.1. Control-Deviant and Deviant ERP amplitude analyses

The amplitudes for the Control-Deviant and Deviant responses were calculated by averaging the voltage values from two ERP time windows: 150–350 ms and 350–550 ms. The mean-amplitude of the Deviant ERP response was compared with the mean-amplitude of the Control-Deviant ERP response. The Deviant vs. Control-Deviant comparison in the 150–350 ms time-window range will be referred as pMMR while the comparison in the 350–550 ms time-window range will be referred as nMMR.

The left frontal electrode region was computed by averaging the mean amplitude values for each electrode site for the Control-Deviant and Deviant. Difference waveforms were calculated independently for each speech contrast by subtracting the Control-Deviant ERP from the Deviant ERP (Deviant minus Control-Deviant).

3.8.2. Difference waveforms

In order to explore the relationship between the pMMR and the nMMR response associated with speech perception, we calculated the difference waveform between Control-Deviant and Deviant ERPs for all speech contrasts. Specifically, the Control-Deviant ERP response was subtracted from the Deviant ERP response for each of the three speech contrasts. For each difference waveform two time-windows of interest were evaluated: 150–350 ms after stimulus onset associated with the pMMR and 350–550 ms after stimulus onset associated with the nMMR response. The amplitude from the pMMR and the nMMR were compared as a function of language input for planned comparisons.

3.8.3. Correlations between brain measures and language input

Infants’ difference waveforms from left-anterior electrodes were correlated with caregivers’ word counts to investigate the relationships among language input, pMMR, and nMMR (i.e., 150–350 ms and 350–550 ms after stimulus onset; respectively). For monolingual infants, pMMRs and nMMRs were independently correlated with caregivers’ word count in English. For bilingual infants the pMMR and nMMR responses for the English and Spanish contrasts were independently correlated with caregivers’ word count in English and Spanish, respectively. For bilingual infants the sum of caregivers’ word count in both languages was also correlated with infants’ pMMRs and nMMRs for English and Spanish. The pMMR and nMMR brain responses associated with the Chinese contrast were independently correlated with caregivers’ word count in English for monolinguals and in English and Spanish for bilingual infants.

3.8.4. Amplitude differentiation between pMMR and nMMR

Researchers have reported that the latency of the nMMR response decreases with increasing age and therefore the pMMR can partially or fully overlap with the nMMR (He et al., 2007; Morr et al., 2002). In the present investigation we explore whether this pattern of brain activation can be seen in bilingual and monolingual infants as a function of language input and speech contrasts type (native vs. non-native). In order to accomplish this aim, the pMMR difference wave amplitude (obtained by subtracting deviant minus control-deviant in the 150–350 ms time window) is statistically compared to the nMMR difference wave amplitude (obtained by subtracting the deviant and control-deviant in the 350–550 ms time window).

Table 1
Means and standard deviations for language input groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language input</th>
<th>Monolinguals</th>
<th>Bilinguals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>6363.11</td>
<td>4546.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>742.40</td>
<td>961.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Sahri and Campbell (2002) recorded MMRs in awake and asleep infants with different filter settings: low-pass filters of 24, 12 or 6 Hz, and high-pass filters at either 1, 2, 3 or 4 Hz. Applying a low-pass filter down to 12 Hz had minimal impact on the waking or sleeping MMR amplitude. In the same manner, applying high-pass filters up to 3 Hz has minimal impact in the MMR amplitude. The high-pass filter of 4 Hz markedly attenuated the amplitude of the waking MMN and thus is not recommended.
3.8.5. The number of ERP trials accepted

ERPs for the 3 speech contrasts were recorded in three separate sessions, and the number of ERP Control-Deviant and Deviant trials accepted differed across stimulus condition (Table 2), yielding variable signal-to-noise ratios which, in turn, could bias the ERP statistical analyses. Consequently, the number of Control-Deviant and Deviant trials accepted for ERP averaging was compared in a 3 (Language: English, Spanish, and Chinese speech contrasts) by 2 (ERP type: Control-Deviant and Deviant) repeated measures ANOVA using Group (monolingual vs. bilingual) as between subjects factor. Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon (\(\varepsilon\)) was used for non-sphericity correction. Our interest was specifically the Group × ERP × Language interaction, which was found to be non-significant, \(F(1.95, 66.28) = 0.72; p = 0.50, \eta^2_p = 0.021\), indicating any significant mean-amplitude difference between Control-Deviant and Deviant is unlikely to be caused by differences in the number of trials accepted across language conditions.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech contrast</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control-Deviant</td>
<td>Deviant</td>
<td>Control-Deviant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monolingual</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(SD)</td>
<td>(55)</td>
<td>(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(SD)</td>
<td>(62)</td>
<td>(19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. ERP mean-amplitudes for English, Spanish and Chinese speech contrasts in monolinguals as a function of English language input group.
4. Results

The goal of the present study was to assess neural commitment as a function of language input. In order to accomplish this goal, ERP mean-amplitudes were obtained in response to Control-Deviant and Deviant stimuli in two time windows: 150–350 ms after stimulus onset (i.e., pMMR), and 350–550 ms after stimulus onset (i.e., nMMR). This analysis was completed for each of the three speech contrasts (i.e., Spanish, English, and Chinese). Deviant and Control-Deviant mean-amplitudes were analyzed as a function of language input groups based on a median split of parental word-count in English and in Spanish (i.e., high and low).

Initial analyses employing participant age (i.e., 11 months and 14 months) as a between subjects factor did not yield significant main effects or interactions for age. Analyses reported below were collapsed across participants’ age. Also preliminary analysis comparing both hemispheres did not show significant differences. The analyses reported below are specific to the left frontal electrodes as described in the methods section.

We first compared Deviant and Control-Deviant amplitudes independently for pMMR and nMMR as a function of language input. Specifically, Repeated measure ANOVAs examining ERP type (Deviant ERP vs. Control-Deviant ERP) as a within subjects factor and language input group (high and low) as a between subjects factor were completed independently for English, Spanish and Chinese speech contrasts in the pMMR (150–350 ms) and the nMMR (350–550 ms) measurement windows for monolinguals and bilinguals. The focus of the analyses was ERP type by language input group interactions, with planned comparisons of ERP type for each English language input group. Second, we correlated the difference waveforms independently for each time window with amount of language input and third, we compared the difference wave form amplitudes for the pMMR and nMMR (amplitude differentiation) as a function of language input.

4.1. ERP response as a function of English language input in monolinguals

4.1.1. Native English speech contrast

The ERP type by English language input group interaction was not significant at the pMMR time window, F(1, 16) = 1.47, p = 0.24, η² = 0.08. However, the planned comparison of ERP type was significant for the low English input group, F(1, 16) = 4.52, p = 0.049, η² = 0.22, with the Deviant significantly more positive (Mean = 6.86 μV, SE = 1.61) than the Control-Deviant (Mean = 4.07 μV, SE = 1.05) (Fig. 1, left bottom panel and Fig. 2 panel B). The ERP type by language input group interaction was significant for the nMMR, F(1, 16) = 6.40, p = 0.02, η² = 0.29. Furthermore, the planned comparison of ERP type was significant for the high English language input group, F(1, 16) = 4.80, p = 0.043, η² = 0.23, with the Deviant significantly more negative (Mean = −3.22 μV, SE = 1.32) than the Control-Deviant (Mean = −3.6 μV, SE = 1.31) (Fig. 1, right bottom panel and Fig. 2 panel B).

4.1.2. Non-native Spanish speech contrast

The ERP type by language input group interaction was not significant at the pMMR time window, F(1, 16) = 0.90, p = 0.356, η² = 0.05, and planned comparisons of ERP type were not significant for either the high or low English language input groups (Fig. 1, left middle panel and Fig. 2 panel A). The ERP type by language input group interaction was also non-significant at the nMMR time window, F(1, 16) = 1.09, p = 0.31, η² = 0.06, and planned comparisons of ERP type for both high and low English language input groups were also not significant (Fig. 1, right middle panel and Fig. 2 panel A).

4.1.3. Non-native Chinese speech contrast

Main effects for ERP type were significant (F(1, 16) = 19.00, p = 0.004, η² = 0.5) with the deviant significantly more positive (Mean = 5.52 μV, SE = 0.69) than the control deviant (Mean = 2.14 μV, SE = 0.63). The ERP type by language input group interaction was not significant at the pMMR time window, F(1, 16) = 0.28, p = 0.63, η² = 0.02), and the planned comparisons of ERP type were significant for both the low, F(1, 16) = 11.79, p = 0.003, η² = 0.42) and high English language input groups, F(1, 16) = 7.45, p = 0.015, η² = 0.32. Specifically, the Deviant was significantly more positive than the Control-Deviant in both the low English language input group (Deviant Mean = 5.51 μV, SE = 0.98, and Control-Deviant Mean = 1.73 μV, SE = 1.73) and the high English language input group (Deviant Mean = 5.55 μV, SE = 0.90, Control-Deviant Mean = 2.55 μV, SE = 0.90) (Fig. 1 left top panel and Fig. 2 panel A). The ERP type by language input group interaction was not significant at the nMMR time window, F(1, 16) = 0.86, p = 0.37, η² = 0.05), as were planned comparisons of ERP type for both high and low English language input groups (Fig. 1, right top panel and Fig. 2 panel A).

4.1.4. Correlations between MMRs and amount of language input

Monolingual caregivers’ word count was not significantly correlated with infants’ pMMRs (r(16) = −0.392, p = 0.108), but were significantly and negatively correlated with infants’ nMMR (r(16) = −0.551, p = 0.018). For the native language, the more words monolingual infants hear in their everyday lives, the more robust nMMR (Fig. 2 panel B). This relationship was not found with the brain responses associated with the non-native speech contrasts (see Table 3 for more details).

4.2. ERP responses as a function of English language input in bilinguals

4.2.1. Native English speech contrast

The ERP type by English language input group interaction was significant in the pMMR time window, F(1, 16) = 6.14, p = 0.025, η² = 0.28. The planned comparison of ERP type was significant only for the high English language input group, F(1, 16) = 7.30, p = 0.016, η² = 0.31, with the Deviant significantly more positive (Mean = 5.44 μV, SE = 1.30) than the Control-Deviant (Mean = 2.07 μV, SE = 1.11) (Fig. 3, left bottom panel and Fig. 5 panel B). The ERP type by English language input group interaction was not significant at the nMMR time window, F(1, 16) = 1.19, p = 0.291, η² = 0.07, and planned comparisons of ERP type were not significant for either the high or the low English language input group (Fig. 3, right bottom panel and Fig. 5 panel B).

4.2.2. Non-native Chinese speech contrast as a function of amount of English input

The ERP type by English language input group interaction was not significant at the pMMR time window, F(1, 17) = 0.48, p = 0.49, η² = 0.03), and planned comparisons of ERP type were not significant for either the high or the low English language input group (Fig. 3, left top panel and Fig. 5 panel A). The ERP type by English language input group interaction was not significant at the nMMR time window, F(1, 17) = 0.13, p = 0.72, η² = 0.08), and planned comparisons of ERP type were not significant for either the high or the low English language input group (Fig. 3, right top panel and Fig. 5 panel A).

4.3. ERP responses as a function of Spanish language input in bilinguals

4.3.1. Native Spanish speech contrast

Main effects for ERP type were significant (F(1, 17) = 16.37, p = 0.001, η² = 0.5), with the deviant significantly more positive (Mean = 6.80 μV, SE = 0.82) than the control deviant (Mean = 4.70 μV, SE = 0.94). The ERP type by Spanish language input group interaction was significant at the pMMR time window, F(1, 17) = 6.71, p = 0.019 η² = 0.28). The planned comparison of ERP type was significant only for the high Spanish language input group (F(1, 17) = 20.92, p = 0.0001, η² = 0.55), with the Deviant significantly more positive (Mean = 8.89 μV, SE = 1.19) than the Control-Deviant (Mean =
5.46 μV, SE = 1.37) (Fig. 4, left bottom panel and Fig. 5 panel B). The ERP type by Spanish language input group interaction was not significant at the nMMR time window, \( F(1, 17) = 0.025, p = 0.87, \eta^2_p = 0.00 \), and planned comparisons of ERP type were not significant for either the high or the low Spanish language input group (Fig. 4, right bottom panel and Fig. 5 panel B).

4.3.2. Non-native Chinese speech contrast as a function of amount of Spanish input

The ERP type by Spanish language input group interaction was not significant at the pMMR time window, \( F(1, 17) = 0.66, p = 0.43, \eta^2_p = 0.04 \), and planned comparisons of ERP type were not significant for either the high or the low Spanish language input group (Fig. 4, left top panel and Fig. 5 panel A). The ERP type by Spanish language input group interaction was not significant at the nMMR time window, \( F(1, 17) = 0.46, p = 0.51, \eta^2_p = 0.03 \), and planned comparisons of ERP type were not significant for either the high or the low Spanish language input group (Fig. 4, right top panel and Fig. 5 panel A).

4.3.3. Correlations between MMRs and amount of language input

Bilinguals exhibited significant positive correlations between word count and pMMR in each of their native languages. Specifically, English language word count was significantly and positively correlated with the difference waveform amplitude of the English contrast pMMR.

### Table 3

Correlations between ERP mean-amplitude and native language word-count in monolingual infants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech contrast</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pMMR</td>
<td>nMMR</td>
<td>pMMR</td>
<td>nMMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monolingual</td>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td>-0.392</td>
<td>-0.551</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caregivers’ p-value</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>\textbf{0.018*}</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word count</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bold numbers represent significant correlations *\( p < .05 \); **\( p < .01 \)

---

**Fig. 2.** ERPs to English, Spanish and Chinese speech contrasts in monolingual infants. Panel A shows non-native speech discrimination as a function of English language input. Panel B shows native speech discrimination as a function of English language input. Dotted lines in the bottom figures from Panel B show the measurement time windows for the pMMR (dotted line) and nMMR (straight line).
Fig. 3. ERP mean-amplitudes for English and Chinese speech contrasts in bilinguals as a function of English language input group.

Fig. 4. ERP mean-amplitudes for Spanish and Chinese speech contrasts in bilinguals as a function of Spanish language input group.
number of words used by caregivers in English and in Spanish and correlated the sum with the pMMR in English and in Spanish and the nMMR in English and in Spanish. None of the correlations were significant.

4.5. pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation as a function of language input

We examined the relationship between pMMR and nMMR (1) in response to native language contrasts as a function of language input, and (2) in response to non-native contrasts. In order to accomplish this goal, we compared the amplitude of the pMMR vs. the amplitude of the nMMR (Deviant minus Control-Deviant difference waveforms) for the 3 speech contrasts by mean of paired t-tests.

The top panel of Fig. 6 shows brain responses to native speech sounds in monolinguals and bilinguals as a function of language input. Monolingual and bilingual infants with high language input in their native language(s) showed an amplitude differentiation between the pMMR and the nMMR response (see Table 1 for the number of participants in each group). The nMMR is significantly more negative than the pMMR for the English contrast in high language input group monolinguals, t(18) = 3.13, p = 0.014, and in high English language group bilinguals, t(7) = 2.85, p = 0.025; recall one bilingual did not have usable ERP data for the English contrast). Bilinguals showed the same pattern for the Spanish contrast, where the nMMR is significantly more negative than the pMMR in the high Spanish language input group, t(8) = 2.74, p = 0.026. No significant differences were found in the groups with low amounts of language input.

The bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows brain responses to non-native speech sounds in monolinguals and bilinguals. Note that correlations with language input are not relevant or represented in the figure. Monolinguals did not show an amplitude differentiation between the pMMR and nMMR for Spanish or Chinese non-native contrasts. In contrast to monolinguals, bilinguals did show a significant amplitude differentiation between the pMMR and nMMR for the Chinese non-native contrast; nMMR was significantly more negative than pMMR, t(18) = 4.17, p = 0.001.

5. Discussion

The present study investigated language commitment by means of brain responses in monolingual and bilingual infants using an innovative approach to characterize language input in natural settings as infants go about their everyday lives. Furthermore, we evaluated brain responses to both native and non-native speech sounds in both groups.

The primary focus of the present investigation was acquisition of speech sound representation in monolingual and bilingual infants. We postulated that the amount of language input infants receive from their caregivers is strongly related to specific patterns of brain activation in the infant. We evaluated 2 brain responses: the pMMR associated with attentional mechanisms associated with establishing specific perceptual routines (Shafer et al., 2012; Strange, 2011) and then MMR associated with neuromotor commitment as a function of language input in monolingual and bilinguals.

In general, our findings are consistent with the hypothesis that monolinguals are fully committed to their native language at the end of the first year of life (Kuhl et al., 1992; Moon et al., 2013; Werker and Tees, 1984). However, the inclusion of language input data in the analysis revealed full commitment only in monolingual infants with high language input. In contrast, monolinguals with low language input showed a neural pattern similar to that observed in bilingual infants with high input in a specific language. The similar neural pattern in brain response observed in both monolingual infants with low language input and bilingual infants with high language input may be...
due to the fact that both groups received similar amounts of language-specific input in their everyday lives.

5.1. Brain responses to native speech sounds in the monolingual infants

We hypothesized that monolingual infants receiving low amounts of language input may not be committed to their native language due to reduced language experience, and therefore would exhibit pMMRs to their native speech sounds without nMMRs. On the other hand, monolingual infants with high amounts of language input were expected to show commitment to their native language in the form of nMMRs. Our results confirmed our expectations. Monolinguals from the low English language input group showed brain responses interpreted as representing attentional mechanisms that precede automatic speech perception (pMMR; Deviant more positive than Control-Deviant) while monolingual infants with high amounts of English input showed commitment to their native language in the form of a significant nMMRs (Deviant more negative than Control-Deviant). We also predicted significant correlations between infants’ brain responses and the amount of language input received (as indicated by adult word count). The results showed a significant correlation between caregivers’ word count and infants’ nMMRs: high language input is associated with a more robust (i.e., negative) nMMR brain response, indicating stronger neural commitment to the native language. Monolingual infants receiving lesser amounts of language input in their everyday lives are still developing perceptual routines that will ultimately contribute to efficient speech perception (Shafer et al., 2012; Strange, 2011; Strange and Shafer, 2008). We argue that infants receiving lesser amounts of language input will transition to full neural commitment later in life, consistent with previous findings of the emergence of nMMR as a function of age and language input (Cheour et al., 2000; Cecioni et al., 2002, 2004; Kuhl et al., 2008; Kushnirenko et al., 2002; Garcia-Sierra et al., 2011; Gomes et al., 1999; Rivera-Gaxiola et al., 2005b; Rivera-Gaxiola et al., 2005a; Morr et al., 2002; Shafer et al., 2000; Trainor et al., 2003).

The subtraction of the Control-Deviant response from the Deviant response (creating a difference waveform) allowed exploration of the relationship between the pMMR and nMMR as a function of language input and speech contrast. The amplitude differentiation was not significant for the 2 non-native speech contrasts (Spanish and Chinese). However, we found that monolingual infants in the high language input group showed significant differentiation between the pMMR and the nMMR difference wave amplitudes only in response to their native English speech sounds. The transition from pMMR to nMMR/MMN has been described as a function of age (Shafer et al., 2010; Shafer et al., 2011) but has rarely been evaluated in terms of the amount of language input (i.e., Garcia-Sierra et al., 2011). The results of the present investigation indicate that infants who receive high amounts of language input show nMMRs earlier in development than infants who receive lower amounts of language input. Nevertheless, infants in the low language input group are expected to continue to develop their specific perceptual routines as a function of language input and cortical development and, with time, these perceptual routines will result in language commitment (Kuhl et al., 2008; Shafer et al., 2012; Strange, 2011).

5.2. Brain responses to non-native speech sounds in the monolingual infants

In this investigation we used 2 non-native speech contrasts as controls in English monolingual infants (Spanish and Chinese). We postulated that neural patterns in response to non-native speech sounds are dependent on the frequency of occurrence of similar native language speech sounds and by the amount of language input. For example, stop consonants are quite common in the English language and the acoustic properties of the Spanish contrast represent a single phonemic category in the English language (Spanish /da-ta/ are both perceived as English /da/). With this in mind, we hypothesized that monolingual infants would perceive the Spanish contrast as two variants of English /da/ (single category assimilation see; Best, 1992). Our results confirmed our expectations. Specifically, monolingual infants did not show amplitude difference between Deviant and Control-Deviant ERP responses overall or as a function of language input, suggesting the Spanish contrast was perceived as the same speech sound. The Chinese contrast, on the other hand, is not part of the English phonology (alveolo-palatal affricate and alveolo-palatal fricative; /tsʃ/-/ts/, respectively) and it was hypothesized that monolingual infants would perceptually assimilate into the closest English phonemic category (affricate postalveolar or fricative palatal; [ʃ] & [ʃ], respectively; see Mines et al., 1978). Note that in contrast with stop consonants, the English fricative and affricate consonants are infrequent in the English language. Hence infants have had little experience with these sounds and may be still developing specific perceptual routines (Shafer et al., 2012; Strange, 2011). For these reasons, the Chinese contrast would be difficult to assimilate into English phonology and pMMRs with no observable nMMRs were expected. Our results confirmed our expectations. We found similar significant differences in pMMRs in both the high and low English language input groups for the non-native Chinese contrast with Deviant-ERPs significantly more positive than Control-Deviants in both English language input groups. In addition, correlations between language input and the pMMRs or nMMRs were not significant. This indicates that the significant differences between Deviant and Control-Deviant are not related to amount of language input and therefore are better explained in terms of the difficulty of the discrimination task in the absence of specific perceptual routines (Hisagi et al., 2010; Shafer et al., 2011; Shafer et al., 2012; Strange and Shafer, 2008). We postulate that as monolingual infants gain more experience in the English language they will assimilate the Chinese contrast to the closest English phonemic category and, as in the case of the Spanish contrast, a positive-MM would not be expected.

Finally, monolingual infants did not show a pMMR/nMMR differentiation for the Chinese contrast. The lack of an amplitude relationship between the pMMR and the nMMR indicates that the Chinese contrast is not exhibiting neural patterns associated with native language commitment. Interestingly, the Chinese contrast resulted in a pattern of brain activation that was very different from the Spanish contrast. Specifically, the perception of the Chinese contrast resulted in an overall positivity for the pMMR and nMMR, whereas the Spanish contrast resulted in more negative brain responses. We postulate the Chinese contrast required more attentional process than the Spanish contrast since infants had not yet formed perceptual routines for the low frequency English affricate / fricative. Therefore, the pMMR reflected enhanced attentional process for sounds that are more difficult to discriminate (Cheng et al., 2015; Kuo et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2012; Hisagi et al., 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech contrast</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>pMMR</td>
<td>nMMR</td>
<td>pMMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilinguals’</td>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English word</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>count</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>−0.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilinguals’</td>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish word</td>
<td>−0.392</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>count</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3. Brain responses to native speech sounds in the bilingual infants

Understanding the relationship between neural commitment and language input in bilingual participants is more challenging. Although we recruited families who identify themselves as Spanish-English bilinguals, few bilinguals were exposed to 50% Spanish and 50% English. This is consistent with recent studies that demonstrated that although simultaneous bilinguals are exposed to two languages in the home, one of these languages is dominant in terms of quantity (e.g., Hoff et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012; Ramírez-Esparza et al., in press).

Our results demonstrate that more language input in a given language is associated with advances in the process of neural commitment to that language in bilinguals. We postulated that bilingual infants with low amounts of language input would show pMMRs with no observable nMMRs, while bilingual infants receiving high amounts of language input would only show nMMRs. In contrast, our results demonstrated that bilinguals with high language input to their native language are not yet fully committed. We observed significant pMMRs (but not nMMRs) for both the high English and high Spanish language input groups. Therefore, infants with relatively high English or Spanish input...
are not fully committed to their native language, consistent with findings showing that the pMMR likely represents attentional mechanisms guiding speech perception (Shafer et al., 2012; Strange, 2011). Bilinguals with low input to English or to Spanish, in the other hand, showed no significant pMMRs or nMMRs suggesting no clear pattern in language commitment. These different patterns of neural activation were confirmed by a significant positive correlation between specific amounts of language input and the size of the pMMR. The correlation indicated a relation in which the more language input infants receive, the more robust the pMMR response. These correlations were language specific and the total word count in English and Spanish did not correlate with the brain responses of interest in either language.

Recall that monolingual infants in the low language input group and bilingual infants in the high English language input group showed similar word counts. Therefore, the present study shows that monolingual and bilingual infants with similar amounts of language input show parallel neural patterns associated with phonetic learning. Previous research has shown that monolingual and bilingual infants have different timelines for neural commitment to the native language(s) (Garcia-Sierra et al., 2011). The present study demonstrates the differential timeline for neural commitment is a function of language input. Furthermore, we extend the findings of Garcia-Sierra et al. (2011) by demonstrating that bilingual and monolingual infants with similar amounts of language input show similar neural trajectories associated with language commitment. Therefore, it is likely that monolinguals with low input and bilinguals with high input will transition to full neural commitment later in life, exhibiting similar timing in language learning.

Regarding the pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation for the English and Spanish contrasts, we found that bilinguals showed a pattern of relationships between amount of language input and pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation similar to that observed in monolingual infants. Specifically, bilinguals in the high language input groups show a significant amplitude differentiation between pMMR and nMMR for the relevant native language contrasts (i.e., English and Spanish). In contrast, bilinguals in the low English and Spanish input group showed no amplitude differentiation between pMMR and nMMR. These results indicate that the consideration of two brain measures (i.e., pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation) may be more sensitive to language commitment than individual ERP responses (i.e., Deviant ERP vs. Control-Deviant ERP in specific time windows).

5.4. Brain responses to non-native speech sounds in the bilingual infants

To our knowledge, this is the first study that has included a non-native speech contrast as a control for bilingual participants. As anticipated, and as observed in monolinguals, brain responses to non-native speech contrasts did not differ with the overall amount of language input in bilinguals; therefore, overall language input is not considered in this discussion. We expected that the perception of the Chinese speech contrast in bilingual infants would differ from that of monolingual infants. Since bilingual infants are developing phonological representations for two languages, they are able to assimilate the Chinese contrast into the phonetic space of either of their native languages (i.e., English or Spanish phonetic space) (Antoniou et al., 2012; Best, 1992). Our results confirmed this expectation, revealing a different pattern of brain activation for the Chinese contrast in bilinguals and monolinguals. Bilinguals did not show a significant amplitude difference between Deviant and Control-Deviant for the pMMR or nMMR, while monolinguals showed significant pMMRs for the Chinese contrast with no significant nMMRs. We interpret the lack of a significant amplitude difference between Deviant and Control-Deviant as evidence that, as hypothesized, bilinguals are able to represent the Chinese contrast in terms of a single Spanish or English phonetic category.

As noted above, monolingual infants may not have sufficient experience to develop phonemic representations for the English affricate postalveolar and fricative palatal speech sounds ([ɹ] & ); respectively) that are most similar to the Chinese contrast. Consequently, the acoustic properties of the Chinese contrast were processed without specific perceptual routines and not perceptually assimilated into their native English phonology. In contrast, bilinguals are developing phonemic representation with more complex input. English has two possible categories to perceptually represent the Chinese contrast (i.e., [ɹ] & [ʃ]) while Spanish has only one phonetic category to perceptually assimilate the Chinese contrast (Spanish postalveolar affricate [ʃ]). In other words, Spanish [ʃ] is phonetically unique and therefore mastered earlier than English [ɹ] & [ʃ] with equivalent amounts of relevant language input. Therefore, the acoustic properties of the Chinese alveolo-palatal affricate ([tʃʰ]) and alveolo-palatal fricative ([ɑʃ]) were likely mapped onto the Spanish postalveolar affricate (i.e., [ʃ]) as indicated by no amplitude difference between Deviant and Control-Deviant ERPs. A similar pattern was observed in monolingual infants for the Spanish contrast in which monolingual infants likely assimilated the Spanish contrast /da-ta/ as a single English phonetic sound (i.e., /da/). In other words, bilingual infants revealed a pattern of brain responses to the non-native Chinese contrast that was very similar to that seen in monolingual infants in response to the non-native Spanish contrast.

We did not anticipate our finding of a significant pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation without significant amplitude differences between Deviant and Control-Deviant for the Chinese contrast in bilingual infants. In the case of monolingual infants, all measures were non-significant for the non-native Spanish contrast (i.e., amplitude differences between Deviant and Control-Deviant in both time windows and amplitude differentiation between pMMR and nMMR), suggesting the assimilation of two different sounds onto a single phonemic category. In the case of bilinguals, we postulate that bilingual infants with more Spanish than English input accounted for the group level amplitude differentiation between the pMMR and nMMR for the Chinese contrast. Recall that the Spanish phonology can assimilate both speech sounds of the Chinese contrast into a single phonetic category ([ʃ]), while the English phonology can assimilate the speech sounds of the Chinese contrast into two categories ([ʃ] & [ʃ]). Therefore, differences in the relative amounts of language input in English and Spanish may affect assimilation of the non-native Chinese contrast. Still, more research needs to be done to better understand whether different amounts of language input in bilinguals result in different patterns of brain activation to non-native speech sounds.

Overall, these results indicate that phonological representations of non-native speech sounds in bilingual infants are dependent on the existing phonetic similarities between their native languages and the amount of input in each of their native languages. Future studies should include a speech contrast that is non-native and also has acoustic properties that are similar in terms of frequency in the native languages of the monolingual or bilingual sample. In fact, we are now collecting brain responses associated with a Hindi stop consonant contrast from English monolingual and English-Spanish bilingual infants to further elucidate the relationship of language input and neural commitment for non-native speech sounds.

5.5. pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation

In the present investigation we assessed the relationship between the pMMR and nMMR as a function of language input. We postulate that the amplitude relationship between the pMMR and nMMR is a more integrative measure that is a better representation of the time course of language commitment than the independent exploration of these individual brain responses. However, the reader should note that evaluation of the relative contribution of the pMMR and nMMR components to a significant pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation provides insight into underlying mechanisms in language commitment. We propose that the pMMR may indicate 2 different phases in language commitment depending on the presence of a significant pMMR/nMMR
amplitude differentiation: (1) an observable pMMR that is not accom-
panied by a significant pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation sug-
gests that infants still rely on attentional mechanisms to develop
selective perceptual routines that will allow for efficient and automatic
detection of speech sound contrasts with additional language input
(Shafer et al., 2012; Strange, 2011); (2) a pMMR accompanied with a
significant pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation suggests the pre-
se-nce of a specific perceptual routine that guides speech categorization.
Therefore, the interpretation of the pMMR differs as a function of the
pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation. In one configuration, infants
are sensitive to any acoustic variation without showing language com-
mitment (pMMR with no MMR/nMMR differentiation), while in the
other infants show sensitivity to the phonetic detail of their native lan-
gua(s) and therefore language commitment (Kuhl et al., 2008)
(pMMR with MMR/nMMR differentiation). Our results confirm this in-
terpretation, demonstrating that significant correlations between care-
givers’ word count and both pMMRs and nMMRs were observed most
often in the high language input groups that showed pMMR/nMMR am-
plitude differentiations. As mentioned above, we are collecting data for
a Hindi speech contrast from English monolingual and English-Spanish
bilingual infants to further elucidate the relationship between pMMR
and pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation by controlling for frequen-
cy of occurrence across native and non-native contrasts.

5.6. Limitations and future directions

Our approach codes only a small fraction of the complete recording,
and intervals were chosen based on highest adult word count in order to
maximize intervals with language input. This approach does not allow
us to capture language input in a continuous way. Furthermore, this in-
vestigation does not include speech directed to the child from other
adults or children. Although the method is not an ideal assessment of
language exposure, it does have advantages compared to other methods
of assessment (e.g., short recordings in the home/labatory or self-re-
ports). For example, our method is non-obtrusive (see Mehl and
language exposure, it does have advantages compared to other methods
for estimating language input in monolingual populations without
falling in the shortcomings of ceiling effects that are commonly found
in self-reports.

It is important to note that our measure of language input was signif-
ically lower for bilinguals than monolinguals. This may be related to
differences in socioeconomic status (SES) or to specific cultural differ-
ences across samples. Since SES of bilingual families was lower than
monolingual families, and SES has been shown to be related to language
input to children, it is possible that the lower word count for bilingual
caregivers is related lower SES (e.g., Hoff, 2003). In addition, since lan-
guage from other adults was not transcribed due to limits of informed
word count might have been underestimated in bilinguals
due to cultural characteristics (e.g., Ramírez-Esparza et al., in press).
For example, Latinos spend more time engaged in group interactions,
whereas European-Americans spend more time alone (Ramírez-
Esparza et al., 2009). Therefore, it is possible that the Latino bilingual
infants in the current study were more likely to be exposed to polyadic
situations and multi-party conversations due to their cultural background
(Liwen, 1994).

Another important limitation of this study is the sample size. Divid-
ing monolinguals and bilinguals into low and high language exposure
groups reduced the number of participants in each cell. Although the
analyses were significant, it is important for future work to replicate
these findings in a larger sample to improve the effect size (Funder et
al., 2014). Furthermore, a larger sample, will allow control for socio-de-
mographic variables, such as SES, ethnic background, education, the
number of members living in the household. A follow-up study, control-
ling for these socio-demographic variables would evaluate the role of
language input on speech perception above and beyond the cultural charac-
teristics of the families.

6. Conclusion

The present investigation evaluated neural commitment as a func-
ton of language input by measuring two types of ERP brain responses;
one that is associated with an attentional mechanism preceding auto-
matic processing in the development of speech perception (pMMR)
and another that is associated with neural commitment (nMMR).
Monolingual infants with high amounts of language input showed a
neural pattern associated with commitment to their native language.
Monolingual and bilingual infants with comparable amounts of lan-
guage input (i.e., monolinguals with low language input and bilinguals
with high language input in one of their native languages) showed a
neural pattern associated with the attentional mechanism preceding
automatic processing of speech sounds. The neural patterns associated
with the non-native speech contrasts suggested that both groups utilize
their native phonologies to assimilate the foreign sounds. However, bi-
lingual infants seemed to assimilate the non-native Chinese speech con-
trast with greater ease, perhaps due to having 2 native phonologies. The
patterns of neural commitment associated with different degrees of lan-
guage input in monolingual and bilingual infants were more similar
when the relationship between the pMMR/nMMR was evaluated. The
pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation for the native speech sounds
showed similar patterns for monolingual and bilingual infants with
high language input and with low language input. It is proposed that
the pMMR/nMMR amplitude differentiation is a sensitive measure to
assess language commitment. However, non-native speech perception
in dual language learners is a complex area requiring additional study.
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